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How Not To Talk About Race And Genetics
30 March 2018 - BuzzFeed
Race has long been a potent way of defining differences between human beings. But
science and the categories it constructs do not operate...
, Santa Cruz Amos Morris-Reich, Professor of History, University of Haifa Susan M.
Reverby, McLean Professor Emerita in the History of

88,000-Year-Old Finger Found in Saudi Arabia Could Rewrite Human History
9 April 2018 - Gizmodo
Six different views of the finger, which was found at the Al Wusta site in Saudi
Arabia.Image: Ian Cartwright It’s just a lone, boney...
west.” Mina Weinstein-Evron, an archaeologist from the University of Haifa, and Israel
Hershkovitz, an archaeologist at Tel Aviv University

‘Attack the reasons, not just the messages,’ says Israeli expert on terror in
cyberspace at Chicago presentation
26 March 2018 - Chicago Tribune
Attempting to block terrorists' access online or removing the content they post is an
ineffective response to terrorism in cyberspace, said...
by University of Haifa and the Chicago Council on Global Affairs on March 15 at the
Council. Weimann-who works in University of Haifa's

Can folic acid reduce the risk of autism? Studies suggest it can
3 April 2018 - The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
Folic acid, a form of vitamin B, may reduce the risk of autism and ease some of its
features, according to a series of unrelated studies...
," the leader of the study, Dr. Stephen Levine of the University of Haifa's community
mental health department told The Jerusalem Post. "

Employ the Healing Power of Touch
27 March 2018 - Newsmax
When "The Big Bang Theory's" Sheldon Cooper (Jim Parsons) finally capitulates to girlfriend
Amy Farrah Fowler's (Mayim Bialik) insistence...
, research scientists from the University of Colorado, Boulder, and University of Haifa in
Israel were fascinated by the power of pain to

Artists May Sleep Longer, but Get Less Rest
6 April 2018 - Artsy
While everyone loves sleeping, not everyone snoozes the same way. There is the
proverbial “morning person”—after seven or eight hours of...
Ram-Vlasov and Amit Green and nursing professor Tamar Shochat of Israel’s University of
Haifa, as well as Orna Tzischinsky, a psychology

Israeli Attitudes on Civil Rights, Democracy and Arab-Jewish Relations
29 March 2018 - Project MUSE
In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Israeli Attitudes on Civil
Rights, Democracy and Arab-Jewish Relations...
that other surveys had reported discrepant findings, singling out, in particular, University
of Haifa's Sammy Smooha's "Index of Arab-Jewish

Israelis, Palestinians both use demography as political tool
27 March 2018 - Al-Monitor
The aspirations of the political right to annex West Bank lands have never been more
obvious, as reflected in this week’s stormy Knesset...
Arnon Soffer, head of the Chaikin Chair in geostrategy at Haifa University, known for his
apocalyptic predictions that an Arab majority

How holding hands can help decrease pain, researchers reveal
4 April 2018 - Before It's News
(NaturalHealth365) Holding hands can be a romantic gesture or a way to show affection
toward any human being you care about. Now a recent...
care about. Now a recent collaborative study by the University of Haifa and the
University of Colorado Boulder is showing that holding hands

Haifa U. Reveals Role of Pigeons in Turning the Negev Green 1,500 Years Ago
25 March 2018 - Free Republic
The study, which focused on the ancient settlements of Shivta and Sa'adon, found
archaeological evidence that the Byzantines in the Negev...
Byzantine Negev communities, led by Prof. Guy Bar-Oz of the University of Haifa, in an
attempt to understand, among other things, how the

Red and Processed Meats Linked to Liver Woes
22 March 2018 - MedicineNet
By Serena Gordon HealthDay Reporter TUESDAY, March 20, 2018 (HealthDay News) -Bacon lovers, a new study has some bad news for you:...
, a clinical dietitian and a Ph.D. student at the University of Haifa School of Public Health,
in Israel. Nutritionist Dana Angelo White

The healing touch
27 March 2018 - ArcaMax
When "The Big Bang Theory's" Sheldon Cooper (Jim Parsons) finally capitulates to girlfriend
Amy Farrah Fowler's (Mayim Bialik) insistence...
, research scientists from the University of Colorado, Boulder and University of Haifa in
Israel were fascinated by the power of pain to

15 Worst Things to Do When You’re Awake at Night
9 April 2018 - Best Life
Hint: say no to the nightcap.
way to relax? Think again. A study conducted by the University of Haifa found that the
blue light emitted by your smartphone damages sleep,

How nice is too nice when it comes to customer service?
3 April 2018 - From The Grapevine
A new study examines what happens when 'service with a smile' becomes too much.
A. Van Kleef from the University of Amsterdam, Arik Cheshin from the University of
Haifa, and Adi Amit from the Open University of Israel –

Pulling Back the Curtain on the Dark Net
9 April 2018 - Wilson Center
The majority of internet content, as much as 96%, exists beyond the reach of your Google
searches in a place known as the “dark net.” This...
a Full Professor of Communication at the Department of Communication at Haifa
University, Israel. His research interests include the study

Cairo Genizah Project Reveals 11th Century Passover Haggadah
28 March 2018 - The Jewish Press

Photo Credit: Courtesy Haifa University A page from the 11th century Haggadah An ancient
Haggadah from the Cairo Genizah, probably from...
According to Vered Raziel-Kretzmer of the Eliyahu laboratory at the University of Haifa,
the fact that the Haggadah is written on a square

Haifa U. Study Shows Eager Waiters Turn Off Customers
10 April 2018 - The Jewish Press
Photo Credit: montage of copyright-free images Waitress smiling Do you smile at your
customers? If so, make sure your smile isn’t too...
expressed by service staff,” explains Dr. Arik Cheshin of the University of Haifa, one of
the authors of the study. Advertisement Previous

Ape communication explored at Cornell event
28 March 2018 - Cornell Chronicle
In a talk titled “Gestural Communication and Pantomime in Great Apes” March 6,
evolutionary anthropologist Itai Roffman from the University...
” March 6, evolutionary anthropologist Itai Roffman from the University of Haifa and
three Cornell faculty explored the implications of the

The Special Role of Pigeons in Greening the Negev 1,500 Years Ago
26 March 2018 - Newswise
New study at the University of Haifa reveals the first archeological evidence of the role
played by pigeons in Byzantine agriculture in the...
Bar-Oz and Dr. Yotam Tepper of the Institute of Archeology at the University of Haifa and
Dr. Baruch Rosen of the Volcani Center, focused on

Fossilized Finger Bone Points to Earlier Human Migration Out of Africa
10 April 2018 - Newburgh Gazette
April 10, 2018 A fossilized human middle finger was found in Saudi Arabia that dates back
to 88,000 years ago. The find, the first early...
of Tel Aviv University in Israel and Mina Weinstein-Evron of the University of Haifa, Israel
unveiled a human jawbone from Israel that was

I was 3 when we left the sorrow of Poland to run free in Haifa
8 April 2018 - The Jewish News Weekly
I was 3 years old in 1957 when I left Poland for a new life in Israel with my devastated
mother. Her parents and three siblings were...
I did my compulsory IDF service before getting my degree at Haifa University and later
the University of Minnesota. My husband and I live in

A surprising benefit of holding hands
4 April 2018 - Health Enews
Reaching for someone’s hand can do more than just provide comfort, the simple gesture
can actually ease physical pain, according to one...
one study. Research by the University of Colorado Boulder and the University of Haifa
found that in times of stress or discomfort, pain can

Ashland U trip showcases Israeli innovation
22 March 2018 - Cleveland Jewish News
Students, alumni, faculty and guests from Ashland University's Dauch College of Business
and Economics took home more than picture and...
opportunities to explore their own innovative nature through the MOU signing at Haifa
University. "The MOU really serves as a platform for

Ensuring we never forget, even in a world without Holocaust survivors
11 April 2018 - Jewish News & Israel News
Through my work, I witness the intergenerational dialogue and interaction between
students and Holocaust survivors every day. This is where...
, families and communities. It was during my time at the University of Haifa, enrolled in
the Weiss-Livnat International MA Program in

High Consumption of Red, Processed Meat Causes Insulin Resistance, Liver
Disease
23 March 2018 - ReachMD
guardian.ng guardian.ng A new study published in the Journal of Hepatology adds nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) to the list....
of Public Health, Faculty of Social Welfare and Health Sciences, University of Haifa,
Israel. “Unhealthy Western lifestyle plays a major

A generation of American youth are largely unfamiliar with the Holocaust

11 April 2018 - Washington Jewish Week
Current events have shown that even those in the highest levels of government are
sometimes ignorant about the facts of the Holocaust —...
at the museum as the visiting education intern and studying at the University of Haifa
have provided me with some key insights. Teachers and

‘Attack The Reasons, Not Just The Messages,’ Says Israeli Expert On Terror In
Cyberspace
24 March 2018 - Terror Alert
Attempting to block terrorists’ access online or removing the content they post is an
ineffective response to terrorism in cyberspace, said...
on modern terror and mass media, in a presentation hosted by University of Haifa and
the Chicago Council on Global Affairs on March 15 at

Cyber expert: Don't remove posts, make a terror-proof Facebook
27 March 2018 - Terror Alert
What can social media tell us about the suspected terrorist from Ariel? Facebook shuts
down Palestinian news site’s account Share on...
Post by telephone during a speaking tour in Chicago, the University of Haifa academic
said merely removing terrorists’ online content does

University of Southern Denmark PhD Fellowship in Statistics for International
Students, 2018
29 March 2018 - 24 Seven News
24 Seven Editor The University of Southern Denmark is inviting applications for a PhD
fellowship in statistics. This fellowship is...
European Studies at University of Haifa, Israel The Haifa Center for German and
European Studies (HCGES) at the University of Haifa invites

Since 2015, Twitter Has Banned 1.2 Million Accounts Linked With Spreading
Terrorist Propaganda
5 April 2018 - Indiatimes.com
It's good to hear news that shows that social media websites like Twitter are taking an
effort to ensure their platform isn't used for...
," the company said. In a 2012 study conducted by Israel's University of Haifa, it was
found that nearly 90% of organized terrorism on the

PNAS：这也太神奇了吧。。牵手可使伴侣脑电波同步，当对方疼痛的时候，握紧她/他的
手能使疼痛感减少一...
27 March 2018 - 360doc个人图书馆
清清草6 话说，（尬造的）女生节都过去了，你追到女朋友了吗？ 什么？竟然追到了？ 追到又怎样，追
到了你能守得住吗？ 肚子痛——多喝热水； 感冒了——多喝热水； 胃不舒服——多喝热水； 大姨妈来
了——多喝热水； …… 简直是...
PNAS）发表了一篇有趣的研究[1]，来自美国科罗拉多大学波德分校（University of Colorado
Boulder）和以色列海法大学（university of haifa）的研究人员发现： 牵手，能够让正在经历疼痛
的伴侣，疼痛感减低一半！ 研究论文第一作者，认

Encuentran en Arabia Saudí un dedo de hace 88.000 años
11 April 2018 - Taringa!
Es solo un dedo corazón solitario y huesudo, pero los científicos que lo encontraron dicen
que es el fósil más antiguo directamente datado...
más al oeste”. Mina Weinstein-Evron, arqueóloga de la Universidad de Haifa, e Israel
Hershkovitz, arqueólogo de la Universidad de Tel Aviv,

'Jerusalén, la ciudad imposible', o la 'no-ciudad' contada por Meir Margalit
11 April 2018 - El Mundo.es
El libro Jerusalén, la ciudad imposible de Meir Margalit, ganador del IV Premio Catarata de
ensayo 2018, será publicado este mes por la...
. El texto del doctor en Historia Israelí Contemporánea por la Universidad de Haifa reúne
sus reflexiones sobre las formas de coerción y

Stadt Oldenburg: Sarah Nemtsov erhält Kompositionspreis für Zeitgenössische
Musik
22 March 2018 - Focus Online
Auftragsarbeit wird zur Carl-von-Ossietzky-Preisvergabe am 4. Mai uraufgeführt.
Musikhochschule Köln. Im Sommersemester 2018 lehrt sie an der University of Haifa.

Sarah Nemtsov erhielt zahlreiche Preise und Stipendien,

How India Became Democratic book review: Ornit Shani unravels how the first
electoral rolls were made
26 March 2018 - Firstpost.com
That the Election Commission of India is one of the most efficient and professional State
institutions is accepted by all. While many...
adult franchise prompted Ornit Shani, a senior lecturer of Politics at Haifa University, to
do research on the making of India’s first

How India Became Democratic: Citizenship and Making of the Universal
Franchise review: The mark that makes us equal
31 March 2018 - The Hindu
A stunning study of the process that turned Indians into voters even as the founding
fathers were writing the Constitution
. In a volume thick with footnotes, Shani, an academic at the University of Haifa, tells the
story of the preparation of the draft electoral

Damasco y Moscú acusan a Israel de ataque en Siria; Israel calla - Lunes, 09
Abril 2018 19:16
9 April 2018 - El Confidencial
Ana Cárdenes Jerusalén, 9 abr (EFE).- Israel mantiene silencio sobre el bombardeo de
anoche a la base militar siria T4 que provocó 14...
, presidente del Centro de Estudios de Seguridad Nacional de la Universidad de Haifa y
exconsejero de seguridad de los ex primeros ministros

The DNA of India
30 March 2018 - Livemint
Indian democracy was founded in a list as long as 10 tennis courts, in 1949
this book. When I met Shani, currently a senior lecturer at the University of Haifa in
Israel, at the launch of the book in Bengaluru last

Emoticons in zakenmails, doen of niet?
26 March 2018 - AD.nl
'Ha Pieter, wil jij dit rapport even lezen voor ik 'm opstuur? Thanks :)' Emoticons en emoji
zijn niet meer weg te denken uit onze...
verdeeld. De Ben-Gurion universiteit in het Israëlische Haifa deed vorig jaar samen met
de Universiteit van Amsterdam onderzoek naar emoji

Rettung für antike Olivenbäume in der Negev-Wüste
26 March 2018 - The World News
Mehre antike Olivenbäume stehen in der Nähe der antiken Ortschaft Schivta, etwa 43
Kilometer südlich von Beerscheba in der Wüste Negev....
einer uralten Kultur“, erklärte Professor Guy Bar-Oz von der Universität Haifa. Zur
Rettung der fünf Olivenbäume wollen die Forscher ein

Carnes rojas y procesadas podrían causar daños hepáticos
22 March 2018 - El Debate
El pescado, el pollo y el pavo son mejores fuentes de proteína, sugirieron los autores del
estudio
y estudiante de doctorado en la Facultad de Salud Pública de la Universidad de Haifa, en
Israel. La nutricionista Dana Angelo White, de la

【简明实用经济学研究丛书】Voting Procedures for Electing a Single Candidate 金融学（理论版）上传下载专区 - 经管之家(原人大经济论坛)
31 March 2018 - 经管之家(原经济论坛)-国内最大的经济
本帖最后由 slowry 于 2018-3-31 08:01 编辑 Voting Procedures for Electing a Single
Candidate: Proving Their (In)Vulnerability to Various Voting...
authors Dan Felsenthal is emeritus professor of political science at the University of
Haifa. Currently he is also Research Associate at the

Ancient finger bone may reveal humanity’s path out of Africa
9 April 2018 - New Scientist
A small finger bone found in the Saudi Arabian desert may rewrite a key part of the human
story: how our species emerged from Africa and...
of Tel Aviv University in Israel and Mina Weinstein-Evron of the University of Haifa, Israel
unveiled a human jawbone from Israel that was

88,000-Year-Old Middle Finger Found In Saudi Arabia Could Rewrite Human
History
10 April 2018 - Gizmodo Australia
It's just a lone, bony middle finger, but the scientists who found it say it's the oldest
directly dated fossil of our species to ever be...
Evron, an archaeologist from the University of Haifa, and Israel Hershkovitz, an
archaeologist at Tel Aviv University, are taking issue with

Israel waives permits for US embassy in Jerusalem
27 March 2018 - The National
The decision came after supporters said move was not happening fast enough
for Palestinian refugees. In March a poll carried out by Haifa University sociologist
Sammy Smooha has found that relations between Jewish

O fóssil de um dedo encontrado na Arábia Saudita pode reescrever a história
humana como a conhecemos
10 April 2018 - Gizmodo Brasil
É só o osso de um solitário dedo do meio, mas os cientistas que o encontraram dizem que
este se trata do mais antigo fóssil diretamente...
mais a oeste.” Mina Weinstein-Evron, uma arqueóloga da Universidade de Haifa, e Israel
Hershkovitz, arqueólogo da Universidade de Tel Aviv,

Benarkah Menggenggam Tangan Bisa Meringankan Rasa Sakit?
3 April 2018 - Grid.id
Grid.ID - Tentunya kamu tahu dong dengan lagu the Beatles 'I Wanna Hold Your Hand'?
Lagu ini menceritakan betapa bahagianya berpegangan...
of National Academy of Sciences, para peneliti di Universitas Haifa Israel telah
menemukan solusi ketika seseorang menderita penyakit kronis

Cine sunt managerii care conduc cele mai mari mall-uri din România cu
vânzări anuale de peste 1,5 miliarde de euro
1 April 2018 - Ziarul Financiar
Sorin Scîntei, Vicenţiu Spătaru, Asi Kahana, Cătălin Cucian, Michael Bernescu, Alexandru
Şuiu. Numele lor nu întorc capetele românilor care...
Deţine o diplomă în administrarea afacerilor şi management hotelier la Universitatea
Haifa din Israel şi vorbeşte fluent engleza şi ebraica.

¿Es la carne roja tan mala como la pintan? ¿Y la procesada?
31 March 2018 - Diario Sur
Al famoso informe de la Agencia Internacional para la Investigación del Cáncer, se le
suman nuevas evidencias
estudios que aumentan el número de delitos de nuestro sospechoso. La Universidad de
Haifa (Israel), ha observado qué el consumo de este tipo

Rotes Fleisch fördert Fettleber
22 March 2018 - MSN Deutschland
Rotes Fleisch fördert Fettleber Dass Alkohol die Leber verfetten lässt, ist bekannt. Doch
auch wer kaum Alkohol trinkt, kann eine...
von Shirer Zelba-Sagi von der School of Pubic Health der Universität Haifa sind
eindeutig: Je mehr rotes oder verarbeitetes Fleisch die

Mengapa Orang Kesakitan Sering Berpegangan Tangan dengan Orang
Terdekat? Ini Penjelasannya! - Tribun Jogja
3 April 2018 - Tribun Jogja
Tentunya kamu tahu dong dengan lagu the Beatles 'I Wanna Hold Your Hand'? Lagu ini
menceritakan betapa bahagianya berpegangan tangan.
of National Academy of Sciences, para peneliti di Universitas Haifa Israel telah
menemukan solusi ketika seseorang menderita penyakit kronis

Opinion: On Syria, Trump is acting like an unreliable ally for Israel and others
2 April 2018 - CGTN
The chances of war between Iran and Israel in Syria just increased – significantly. This
worrying development comes after President Trump...
a research fellow at the Meir Ezri Center for Persian Gulf studies at Haifa University in
Israel. The article reflects the author’s opinion,

Israel academic fears the country is ‘committing suicide’
27 March 2018 - Middle East Monitor
Israel’s ability to remain a democracy has come under question following revelation that
the Jewish and Palestinian population in historic...

concern within Israeli society. Israeli Afrnon Soffer, a demographer at Haifa University
asked: “Can you imagine that in addition to the

High consumption of red, processed meat causes insulin resistance, liver
disease
23 March 2018 - The Guardian Nigeria
World meat consumption has increased during the last decades, and evidence is mounting
that high consumption of red and mainly processed...
of Public Health, Faculty of Social Welfare and Health Sciences, University of Haifa,
Israel. “Unhealthy Western lifestyle plays a major

Estudo mostra que consumo de carne aumenta risco de doença hepática
26 March 2018 - ANDA - Agência de Notícias de Direitos Animais
O consumo de carne também foi relacionado ao crescimento da resistência à insulina, que
aumenta o risco de desenvolver diabetes tipo 2
”. A investigadora principal, Shira Zelber-Sagi, RD, PhD, da University of Haifa, em
Israel, esclarece: “O estilo de vida ocidental pouco

High meat intake may up liver disease risk
22 March 2018 - Daily Sun
Meat lovers please take note. Increased consumption of red or processed meat may
increase the risk of developing non-alcoholic fatty liver...
” said lead author Shira Zelber-Sagi, Professor at the University of Haifa in Israel.
Researchers noted that high meat eaters were slightly

Why high intake of red meat is unhealthy
22 March 2018 - Nigerian Tribune
World meat consumption has increased during the last decades, and evidence is mounting
that high consumption of red and mainly processed...
of Public Health, Faculty of Social Welfare and Health Sciences, University of Haifa,
Israel. “Unhealthy Western lifestyle plays a major

How Not To Talk About Race And Genetics
30 March 2018 - BuzzFeed
Race has long been a potent way of defining differences between human beings. But
science and the categories it constructs do not operate...
, Santa Cruz Amos Morris-Reich, Professor of History, University of Haifa Susan M.
Reverby, McLean Professor Emerita in the History of

88,000-Year-Old Finger Found in Saudi Arabia Could Rewrite Human History
9 April 2018 - Gizmodo
Six different views of the finger, which was found at the Al Wusta site in Saudi
Arabia.Image: Ian Cartwright It’s just a lone, boney...
west.” Mina Weinstein-Evron, an archaeologist from the University of Haifa, and Israel
Hershkovitz, an archaeologist at Tel Aviv University

‘Attack the reasons, not just the messages,’ says Israeli expert on terror in
cyberspace at Chicago presentation
26 March 2018 - Chicago Tribune
Attempting to block terrorists' access online or removing the content they post is an
ineffective response to terrorism in cyberspace, said...
by University of Haifa and the Chicago Council on Global Affairs on March 15 at the
Council. Weimann-who works in University of Haifa's

Can folic acid reduce the risk of autism? Studies suggest it can
3 April 2018 - The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
Folic acid, a form of vitamin B, may reduce the risk of autism and ease some of its
features, according to a series of unrelated studies...
," the leader of the study, Dr. Stephen Levine of the University of Haifa's community
mental health department told The Jerusalem Post. "

Employ the Healing Power of Touch
27 March 2018 - Newsmax
When "The Big Bang Theory's" Sheldon Cooper (Jim Parsons) finally capitulates to girlfriend
Amy Farrah Fowler's (Mayim Bialik) insistence...
, research scientists from the University of Colorado, Boulder, and University of Haifa in
Israel were fascinated by the power of pain to

Artists May Sleep Longer, but Get Less Rest
6 April 2018 - Artsy
While everyone loves sleeping, not everyone snoozes the same way. There is the
proverbial “morning person”—after seven or eight hours of...
Ram-Vlasov and Amit Green and nursing professor Tamar Shochat of Israel’s University of
Haifa, as well as Orna Tzischinsky, a psychology

Israeli Attitudes on Civil Rights, Democracy and Arab-Jewish Relations
29 March 2018 - Project MUSE
In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Israeli Attitudes on Civil
Rights, Democracy and Arab-Jewish Relations...
that other surveys had reported discrepant findings, singling out, in particular, University
of Haifa's Sammy Smooha's "Index of Arab-Jewish

Israelis, Palestinians both use demography as political tool
27 March 2018 - Al-Monitor
The aspirations of the political right to annex West Bank lands have never been more
obvious, as reflected in this week’s stormy Knesset...
Arnon Soffer, head of the Chaikin Chair in geostrategy at Haifa University, known for his
apocalyptic predictions that an Arab majority

How holding hands can help decrease pain, researchers reveal
4 April 2018 - Before It's News
(NaturalHealth365) Holding hands can be a romantic gesture or a way to show affection
toward any human being you care about. Now a recent...
care about. Now a recent collaborative study by the University of Haifa and the
University of Colorado Boulder is showing that holding hands

Haifa U. Reveals Role of Pigeons in Turning the Negev Green 1,500 Years Ago
25 March 2018 - Free Republic
The study, which focused on the ancient settlements of Shivta and Sa'adon, found
archaeological evidence that the Byzantines in the Negev...
Byzantine Negev communities, led by Prof. Guy Bar-Oz of the University of Haifa, in an
attempt to understand, among other things, how the

Red and Processed Meats Linked to Liver Woes
22 March 2018 - MedicineNet
By Serena Gordon HealthDay Reporter TUESDAY, March 20, 2018 (HealthDay News) -Bacon lovers, a new study has some bad news for you:...
, a clinical dietitian and a Ph.D. student at the University of Haifa School of Public Health,
in Israel. Nutritionist Dana Angelo White

The healing touch
27 March 2018 - ArcaMax
When "The Big Bang Theory's" Sheldon Cooper (Jim Parsons) finally capitulates to girlfriend
Amy Farrah Fowler's (Mayim Bialik) insistence...
, research scientists from the University of Colorado, Boulder and University of Haifa in
Israel were fascinated by the power of pain to

15 Worst Things to Do When You’re Awake at Night
9 April 2018 - Best Life
Hint: say no to the nightcap.
way to relax? Think again. A study conducted by the University of Haifa found that the
blue light emitted by your smartphone damages sleep,

How nice is too nice when it comes to customer service?
3 April 2018 - From The Grapevine
A new study examines what happens when 'service with a smile' becomes too much.
A. Van Kleef from the University of Amsterdam, Arik Cheshin from the University of
Haifa, and Adi Amit from the Open University of Israel –

Pulling Back the Curtain on the Dark Net
9 April 2018 - Wilson Center
The majority of internet content, as much as 96%, exists beyond the reach of your Google
searches in a place known as the “dark net.” This...
a Full Professor of Communication at the Department of Communication at Haifa
University, Israel. His research interests include the study

Cairo Genizah Project Reveals 11th Century Passover Haggadah
28 March 2018 - The Jewish Press

Photo Credit: Courtesy Haifa University A page from the 11th century Haggadah An ancient
Haggadah from the Cairo Genizah, probably from...
According to Vered Raziel-Kretzmer of the Eliyahu laboratory at the University of Haifa,
the fact that the Haggadah is written on a square

Haifa U. Study Shows Eager Waiters Turn Off Customers
10 April 2018 - The Jewish Press
Photo Credit: montage of copyright-free images Waitress smiling Do you smile at your
customers? If so, make sure your smile isn’t too...
expressed by service staff,” explains Dr. Arik Cheshin of the University of Haifa, one of
the authors of the study. Advertisement Previous

Ape communication explored at Cornell event
28 March 2018 - Cornell Chronicle
In a talk titled “Gestural Communication and Pantomime in Great Apes” March 6,
evolutionary anthropologist Itai Roffman from the University...
” March 6, evolutionary anthropologist Itai Roffman from the University of Haifa and
three Cornell faculty explored the implications of the

The Special Role of Pigeons in Greening the Negev 1,500 Years Ago
26 March 2018 - Newswise
New study at the University of Haifa reveals the first archeological evidence of the role
played by pigeons in Byzantine agriculture in the...
Bar-Oz and Dr. Yotam Tepper of the Institute of Archeology at the University of Haifa and
Dr. Baruch Rosen of the Volcani Center, focused on

Fossilized Finger Bone Points to Earlier Human Migration Out of Africa
10 April 2018 - Newburgh Gazette
April 10, 2018 A fossilized human middle finger was found in Saudi Arabia that dates back
to 88,000 years ago. The find, the first early...
of Tel Aviv University in Israel and Mina Weinstein-Evron of the University of Haifa, Israel
unveiled a human jawbone from Israel that was

I was 3 when we left the sorrow of Poland to run free in Haifa
8 April 2018 - The Jewish News Weekly
I was 3 years old in 1957 when I left Poland for a new life in Israel with my devastated
mother. Her parents and three siblings were...
I did my compulsory IDF service before getting my degree at Haifa University and later
the University of Minnesota. My husband and I live in

A surprising benefit of holding hands
4 April 2018 - Health Enews
Reaching for someone’s hand can do more than just provide comfort, the simple gesture
can actually ease physical pain, according to one...
one study. Research by the University of Colorado Boulder and the University of Haifa
found that in times of stress or discomfort, pain can

Ashland U trip showcases Israeli innovation
22 March 2018 - Cleveland Jewish News
Students, alumni, faculty and guests from Ashland University's Dauch College of Business
and Economics took home more than picture and...
opportunities to explore their own innovative nature through the MOU signing at Haifa
University. "The MOU really serves as a platform for

Ensuring we never forget, even in a world without Holocaust survivors
11 April 2018 - Jewish News & Israel News
Through my work, I witness the intergenerational dialogue and interaction between
students and Holocaust survivors every day. This is where...
, families and communities. It was during my time at the University of Haifa, enrolled in
the Weiss-Livnat International MA Program in

High Consumption of Red, Processed Meat Causes Insulin Resistance, Liver
Disease
23 March 2018 - ReachMD
guardian.ng guardian.ng A new study published in the Journal of Hepatology adds nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) to the list....
of Public Health, Faculty of Social Welfare and Health Sciences, University of Haifa,
Israel. “Unhealthy Western lifestyle plays a major

A generation of American youth are largely unfamiliar with the Holocaust

11 April 2018 - Washington Jewish Week
Current events have shown that even those in the highest levels of government are
sometimes ignorant about the facts of the Holocaust —...
at the museum as the visiting education intern and studying at the University of Haifa
have provided me with some key insights. Teachers and

‘Attack The Reasons, Not Just The Messages,’ Says Israeli Expert On Terror In
Cyberspace
24 March 2018 - Terror Alert
Attempting to block terrorists’ access online or removing the content they post is an
ineffective response to terrorism in cyberspace, said...
on modern terror and mass media, in a presentation hosted by University of Haifa and
the Chicago Council on Global Affairs on March 15 at

Cyber expert: Don't remove posts, make a terror-proof Facebook
27 March 2018 - Terror Alert
What can social media tell us about the suspected terrorist from Ariel? Facebook shuts
down Palestinian news site’s account Share on...
Post by telephone during a speaking tour in Chicago, the University of Haifa academic
said merely removing terrorists’ online content does

University of Southern Denmark PhD Fellowship in Statistics for International
Students, 2018
29 March 2018 - 24 Seven News
24 Seven Editor The University of Southern Denmark is inviting applications for a PhD
fellowship in statistics. This fellowship is...
European Studies at University of Haifa, Israel The Haifa Center for German and
European Studies (HCGES) at the University of Haifa invites

